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TRENDS & FORECASTING

The Future of Crypto Gaming

By Nicholas West

Since many of the trends I typically cover month to month have
lately revolved around a sense of impending doom, and the steps
we can take to maintain our ability to thrive under tyranny, I
thought we might be due for a slight bit of levity to start this month.
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I will get back to the latest genocidal trends next month when I
discuss how to opt out of the Covid Civil War that is brewing.

It is worth mentioning, though, that the trend in gaming – and
pertinent to this discussion, blockchain gaming – continues to
accelerate as a consequence of continued lockdowns and global
economic collapse. Many more letters of the Greek alphabet
variants are pending with attendant restrictions, so we would be
wise to examine any method that people are pursuing in order to
adapt socially and financially.

In much the same way that DeFi social media is making it
possible for users to monetize their participation (which I
discussed in Issue 8), blockchain gaming has begun to incentivize
new players to earn an income while engaging in an activity they
would normally do for free or be willing to pay for.

Also similar to the social media space, the current economic
model in the video game industry is a “closed garden” extractive
model that not only data mines its users in order to profile players
and keep them spending, but is now designing core gaming
features in a predatory way rather than a rewarding one, which
include pervasive microtransactions, loot boxes and pay-to-win
mechanics even in some full-price games.

Ironically enough, one of the high points of the industry I
mentioned in Issue 37 when I first covered the revolution in video
gaming was the upcoming release at the time of the highly
anticipated Cyberpunk 2077 by one of the most reputable studios
– CD Projekt Red (CDPR).
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Perhaps as the ultimate sign of how bad things have gotten in the
gaming industry, CDPR had one of the most disastrous releases
in recent memory. Not only was the release filled with
game-breaking bugs and performance issues across all platforms,
the company was later accused of false marketing, as well as the
suspected removal of main game content in order to promote it
later as expansion content. Plans were revealed to even sell what
had been removed as add-on packages before the blowback
really ensued.

Naturally, CDPR attempted to add Covid cover to explain away
their failings – which is something we have seen other major
companies like Ubisoft also do – but gamers haven’t accepted it.

Investors are even more livid as monumental losses have stacked
up to the extent that CDPR has been targeted in multiple lawsuits
that finally resulted in a single ongoing mega lawsuit.

This is not the chart investors expected to see after the game’s
launch on December 10, 2020:
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This is the backdrop during a time where new options are rapidly
emerging for frustrated gamers and disillusioned investors. Even
a casual perusal of the gaming community reveals players pining
for the games of the past, gamers who feel overcharged for the
current quality, and gamers who feel as though they are beta
testers for games they have paid full price for only to suffer
continuous patches to fix ongoing and ever-increasing bugs and
performance issues.

The potential for solid development of a new model in gaming
cannot be overstated. Here is an updated projection from my
previous article which shows gaming participation to soar to over
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3 billion players by 2023; and unlike many other entertainment
vehicles, it is available 24/7/365 on a range of digital devices.

First I’d like to mention that there is already a scam a second in
the cryptosphere – but from what I’ve seen in the blockchain
gaming area, it’s a scam a nanosecond, so please proceed with
extreme caution when evaluating the many products and
promises you might come across. The number one rule in my
view is to look for independent experts in this field and never rely
upon game developers themselves to convince you about the
potential of their project. Marketing is slicker than ever, and
copy-and-paste game development is also easier than one would
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imagine, making for a simple recipe to sell non-deliverable goods,
not to mention the attendant NFT collectibles, tokens, etc.

Secondly, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have been maligned in their
association with a sort of digital Beanie Baby phenomenon with
crazy coin pumps that drive anyone seeking fundamental value to
scratch their heads in disbelief. Nevertheless, even the collectible
element of minting and trading NFTs is more nuanced than the
headlines suggest. For a full explanation of this space I would
recommend Jeff Paul’s article in Issue 19.

But one of the core functions of NFTs – the application of
providing unique digital ownership – is helping to form a new
model in gaming which reflects what current gamers find lacking.
As it stands, for example, all of the game time invested by players
into building a digital avatar with skins, weapons, rewards,
in-game real estate (if the game has building elements), and other
customizable features are locked into the game on a single
platform. One cannot transfer from Xbox to PlayStation, nor
transfer, let alone sell, to other players.

Blockchain gaming opens up monetization of all features from
playtime to items collected and created, thus rewarding players
for their participation in the ecosystem and any connected
marketplaces. This creates a far more inclusive community of
gaming that benefits the social aspect as well as the financial.
The decentralized structure also can enhance security, reducing
hacking and cheating, which also plagues the traditional
multiplayer online gaming sector.

All of the early metrics point to growth, in some cases explosive
growth if we look at the rise of Axie Infinity and many of the other
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specific gaming coins. Axie has been a leader thus far, so I will
briefly focus on this as an indication of where this trend is likely
heading.

To be extra clear, I’m not presenting this to promote a
“number-go-up” focus, but rather as a gauge of an indisputable
appetite for the blockchain gaming sector.

We can immediately note that the following chart is much more
appealing than the aforementioned CD Projekt Red:

A recent article in Crypto Briefing offered this mind-blowing recap
about July’s performance for Axie Infinity:

Axie Infinity claims that top spot ahead of entire blockchains
such as Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, and Bitcoin. The
game also generated more revenue than decentralized
exchanges Uniswap, PancakeSwap, or lending protocol
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Aave. In July, Axie Infinity saw more than $200 million in
revenue. Annualized, this would suggest Axie Infinity has the
potential to see more than $2 billion in revenue during the
coming year.

Axie’s current player count rivals that of traditional game
behemoths like Ubisoft, whose latest big release Assassin’s
Creed Valhalla was in the same 100,000 concurrent player range.
August then saw Axie enter the Esports landscape with a new
tournament structure that expands its footprint even further.

Despite all of that positive news for Axie Infinity, gamers are a
rabid but fickle bunch, especially when monetary incentives are
introduced. Axie could very well crash faster than it has risen, but
only because something else will likely take its place.

Even traditionalist investing stalwarts like Bloomberg have
acknowledged the rise of Axie and blockchain gaming as a new
way for people to make ends meet during lockdown-inspired
collapse of the real-world jobs market, particularly in third-world
countries. Bloomberg points out rightly, however, that Axie and
many of these games often have unexpected start-up costs and a
potentially unsustainable model for all but the earliest entrants.
That said, an increasing number of people will continue looking
for the newest and best games, especially if they can actually
make money from them. We’ll likely see this early opportunism
give way to competition, ushering in more long-term value for
players and investors.

I am not an avid enough gamer to seek profit from playing, but for
those who are (or your kids, or kids to be), I would suggest the
Play to Earn Games List, which is a continuously refreshed
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repository of games currently being played and reviewed by the
various communities. An array of metrics can help decide if a
game is the right type for an individual player, as well as the
structure of potential monetization, the current status of
development and the community social score. Here is a
screenshot of the top 10 at the moment in this fast-moving jostling
for top game:

I’ve been more interested in the companies which are offering the
underlying technology that can enable new games to be created,
rather than trying to FOMO into specific games and gaming coins.
Here is a short-list of some that I believe show promise in the
early stages of this trend.
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Enjin (ENJ) – Enjin was noted by Jeff in his 2018 article covering
NFT collectibles, and it has greatly expanded its presence in
video gaming since. One of the blockchain games I did dabble
with is Lost Relics, which is reminiscent of Diablo, a game I
played a lot as a teen. Impressively, the game has been designed
and maintained by a single person and is utilizing the Enjin
ecosystem for building and monetizing the game. The Enjin
platform is being used by a host of other games which can
integrate Enjin’s proprietary wallet and marketplace to offer a
comprehensive approach to development, marketing and
monetization. Enjin’s products also extend beyond gaming into
other types of social rewards programs within the digital economy.

Cartesi (CTSI) – Cartesi is a Layer-2 solution focused on
scalability, privacy and speed by creating interoperability between
onchain and offchain data. The combination can benefit from
anti-cheating functionality due to the security and immutability
functions of the blockchain, while offering the scaling solutions of
more centralized off-chain databases. Cartesi also offers the
integration of mainstream software development tools for video
gaming. More recently, the company has been focused on other
complex games like chess, poker and turn-based games that
could benefit from both worlds. This could greatly power wider
adoption of all aspects of gaming.

IOTA (MIOTA) – As an extension of the above, IOTA has
partnered with Cartesi to further bridge the gap between
standardized development tools and blockchain ecosystems.
They also have a broader vision than just gaming, as they are
designing Internet of Things operability that, whether or not you
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are an advocate of that space (and I’m not), we need to
acknowledge is here and likely to expand.

Theta (THETA) – This is another company to pay attention to as it
is becoming the YouTube and Twitch replacement streaming
service of crypto, and is poised to fill out those ongoing needs
within the gaming community. As reported by Forkast:

The live streaming industry is one of the fastest-expanding
parts of the internet, estimated to have grown from a value of
US$30.3 billion in 2016 to US$70 billion by the end of this
year.

While gaming could be a massive part of this, including Esports,
Theta also features movies and music, which is the type of
additional diversification that should give it longevity under a
variety of conditions.

Concluding Thoughts

It stands to reason that the trend in blockchain gaming will
accelerate rapidly under a never-ending lockdown regime that
leaves people without funds but with a wealth of time on their
hands to explore new schemes (legitimate and non) in the digital
and cryptosphere.

The number of active global gamers in the legacy space is clearly
beginning to transition to blockchain gaming, as the following
charts from DappRadar highlight:

Axie Infinity is outperforming Call of Duty on Google Trends.
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Video games are starting to lead the way over NFTs and DeFi.
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And the blockchain gaming sector also could be more resilient as
we enter a wider cyclical crypto bear market for those who are at
all concerned with number-go-up :-)

Even though things move incredibly fast in the crypto space, I still
see this as a trend that will take up to 5 years or more to come to
full fruition. As the traditional gaming sector seeks to expand its
extractive footprint into the “Metaverse” – blanketing augmented
and virtual reality with their advertising, data mining and
surveillance model – for honest crypto gaming projects that offer
what gamers most value, there is massive potential that billions of
people have shown they will be eager to explore.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Why I Support Draconian Cryptocurrency Regulation

By Vin Armani

Cryptocurrency lobbyists are not good people. In previous articles
I have expressed my skepticism of the motives of various “crypto
lobbyists.” Because of a track record of clear deception and
service of an agenda that seeks to hamstring the aspects of
Bitcoin that make the system a means of acquiring financial
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sovereignty, I especially dislike the firm Coin Center. In the last
month, Coin Center once again reared its serpentine head trying
to persuade the greater cryptocurrency community that the
recently passed 2021 infrastructure bill was a threat to everyone
in crypto, including miners and wallet developers. As is their
modus operandi, this was a deception.

The deception was carried out on behalf of (and in conjunction
with) Coin Center’s custodial exchange clientele, including
Coinbase and Square. The financial media, both inside and
outside of the cryptocurrency space, reported on the bill and the
shenanigans of those lobbying along with Coin Center to get an
amendment that served the exchanges. No amendment was
made. Unfortunately, the media never actually detailed what
specific changes were being proposed. This vagueness only
helped Coin Center in their deception.

In this month’s article, I am going to detail the
cryptocurrency-related provisions of the new law and present my
thesis of why this law actually helps move cryptocurrency, in
general, and Bitcoin, specifically, toward systems and practices
that provide greater financial sovereignty for all users.

On August 4th, a joint statement was issued by Coinbase,
Square, Coin Center, The Blockchain Association, and venture
capital firm (and Coinbase investor) Ribbit Capital. The document
set the stage for the lobbying effort to come – an effort primarily
concerned with getting an amendment sponsored by Senators
Wyden, Loomis, and Toomey – placed into the version of the giant
infrastructure bill being moved through the Senate. That
amendment would have provided exchange-friendly exemptions
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and loopholes to the provisions as they currently stood. Those
provisions were buried on page 2,433 of the bill and, as a result,
most people voicing an opinion on the provisions never read the
actual text. Instead, it was this joint statement that framed the
discussion.

Digital Asset Provision in Infrastructure Bill Places
Unworkable Requirements on Crypto Technology

The Blockchain Association, Coinbase, Coin Center, Ribbit
Capital, and Square express concern regarding the digital
asset provision included in the infrastructure bill-language
that would place unworkable requirements on crypto
technology-and support the amendment introduced by
Senators Wyden, Lummis, and Toomey.

The digital asset provision in the infrastructure bill continues
to be too broad and vague, and our fundamental concerns
remain. First, it could define as "brokers" miners, as well as
software and hardware wallet makers, who don't engage in
trading of any kind. Second, it makes possible a massive
increase in financial surveillance, potentially requiring
companies to report information about individuals even if
they are not customers. The development of crypto, and
financial innovation generally, has enormous potential for the
American economy and the American people through
increased job creation and GDP growth. It should not be
subject to potentially devastating legislation without public
participation and public comment. Senators Wyden, Lummis,
and Toomey are right that this language would place
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unworkable requirements on a nascent industry and we
support their proposed amendment to the provision.

Clarifying the provision to address our concerns would not
affect the reporting requirements on crypto exchanges that
operate on behalf of customers. We support sensible
reporting requirements that are consistent with those that
apply to traditional financial services.

First let’s look at what is true in this joint statement.

1. “it makes possible a massive increase in financial
surveillance, potentially requiring companies to report
information about individuals even if they are not customers”

2. “...this language would place unworkable requirements on a
nascent industry”

3. “We support sensible reporting requirements that are
consistent with those that apply to traditional financial
services.”

Now, here are the statements that are deceptive:

1. “...the digital asset provision… would place unworkable
requirements on crypto technology”

2. “...it could define as "brokers" miners, as well as software
and hardware wallet makers, who don't engage in trading of
any kind.”

3. “Clarifying the provision to address our concerns would not
affect the reporting requirements on crypto exchanges that
operate on behalf of customers.”
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Before diving into the provisions themselves and to whom those
provisions will apply, it is worth examining the
Wyden-Lumis-Toomey amendment. This amendment, had it been
approved, would have exempted certain entities from being
defined as a “Broker”, thus exempting them from the provisions of
the law:

“...any person solely engaged in the business of:

A.  validating distributed ledger transactions,

B. selling hardware or software for which the sole
function is to permit a person to control private keys
which are used for accessing digital assets on a
distributed ledger, or

C. developing digital assets or their corresponding
protocols for use by other persons, provided that such
other persons are not customers of the person
developing such assets or protocols.”

As you will see, this amendment, if each of the excluded classes
is considered separately, is redundant. Individually, such entities,
at least in the context of Bitcoin and other Proof Of Work
networks, are already exempt from the definition of Broker. When
all three classes of entities listed in the amendment are taken
together, the arrow points to Decentralized Finance (DeFi) taking
place via smart contracts on Proof Of Stake networks.

DeFi provides a fig leaf for industry players to operate mostly
unregulated trading platforms for the type of exotic financial
instruments that saw the founders of BitMEX arrested earlier this
year. Bitcoin veterans refer to the DeFi workaround as “The
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Shitcoin Casino.” Entire DeFi ecosystems, like Uniswap (UNI),
consist of what amount to custodial trading bots, with an extra
layer of complexity that, on its face, makes it appear like the
individuals and companies that write and profit from these bots
are not custodians of funds (“Brokers”). With even a cursory
understanding of these systems, it becomes obvious that what
you are seeing is not decentralization, it’s just automation. The
Wyden-Lumis-Toomey amendment, had it succeeded, would have
given major players two years to move their operations over to
smart contracts running on Ethereum and other similar platforms.
One industry leader, Shapeshift, has already announced that it
has done just that. Shapeshift founder, Erik Voorhees, was one of
the loudest voices trying to get the Wyden-Lumis-Toomey
amendment through.
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What do the provisions in the infrastructure bill actually mean?
What do they do?

The first thing that is important to understand is that there are
special tax reporting requirements for an individual or businesses
considered to be a “Broker.” Fundamentally, a Broker is someone
who conducts financial transactions on behalf of another person.
The most familiar incarnation of this type of business is a stock
broker. This doesn’t just include the traditional vision of the
individual broker-dealer financial adviser, but is also the
classification of online portals like E-Trade or Robinhood. Such
entities are required to report the trades that they facilitate to the
IRS, primarily so that taxes can be levied on any capital gains that
might have come as a result of that trade.

Until now, cryptocurrency exchanges have not been explicitly
classified as Brokers. Although they ostensibly are still
responsible for providing some information related to capital gains
and losses to the IRS, their reporting standard is not equivalent to
that of those entities explicitly defined as Brokers in the IRS code.

This is how the new provisions will change the existing code
related to the definition of “Broker” in the context of “digital assets”
(only relevant sections have been included in the interest of
space):

https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/26/6045

Changes added by infrastructure bill are highlighted in yellow.

Additional notes/definitions are highlighted in blue
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26 U.S. Code § 6045 - Returns of brokers
(a)General rule

Every person doing business as a broker shall, when required by the Secretary, make
a return, in accordance with such regulations as the Secretary may prescribe,
showing the name and address of each customer, with such details regarding gross
proceeds and such other information as the Secretary may by forms or regulations
require with respect to such business.

(c)Definitions

For purposes of this section—

(1)Broker
The term “broker” includes—

(D)any person who (for a consideration) is responsible for regularly providing
any service effectuating transfers of digital assets on behalf of another person.

Consideration - Something bargained for and received by a promisor from a
promisee. Common types of consideration include real or personal property, a
return promise, some act, or a forbearance. Consideration or a valid substitute
is required to have a contract.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/consideration

(g)Additional information required in the case of securities transactions,
etc.

(1)In general
If a broker is otherwise required to make a return under subsection (a) with
respect to the gross proceeds of the sale of a covered security, the broker shall
include in such return the information described in paragraph (2).

(3)Covered security

For purposes of this subsection—

(A)In general
The term “covered security” means any specified security acquired on or after
the applicable date if such security—

(i)was acquired through a transaction in the account in which such security is
held, or
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(ii)was transferred to such account from an account in which such security was
a covered security, but only if the broker received a statement under section
6045A with respect to the transfer.

(B)Specified security
The term “specified security” means—

(iv)any digital asset, and

(C)Applicable date

The term “applicable date” means—

(iii)January 1, 2023, in the case of 16 any specified security which is a digital 17
asset, and

(D)DIGITAL ASSET.—Except as otherwise provided by the Secretary, the term
‘digital asset’ means any digital representation of value which is recorded on a
cryptographically secured distributed ledger or any similar technology as specified by
the Secretary.

We can clearly see that the term “digital asset” refers to
cryptocurrency. The most important parts of the definition of
Broker in the context of digital assets is that the Broker must act
“for a consideration” and must effectuate transfers “on behalf of
another person.” The lobbying group claimed:

“...it could define as "brokers" miners, as well as software
and hardware wallet makers, who don't engage in trading of
any kind.”

This is clearly not true. Software and hardware wallet makers who
don’t engage in trading of any kind most certainly aren’t receiving
a consideration (a contractually negotiated payment) to effectuate
transfers on someone else’s behalf. Proof Of Work miners are
also exempt because neither do they effectuate a transfer on
behalf of another person (any mined transaction is already valid
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on the network before it is mined), but a miner fee is not a
contract between the person making the transaction and the
miner who mines the block that transaction is included in. Not only
is a miner under no obligation to mine any given transaction into a
block, but the miner fee is not paid to a particular miner. That the
fee is not a contract with any given miner is clear, since when
making a transaction, it is impossible to know who the miner will
be that puts that transaction into a block. The fact that Bitcoin
developers, users, and miners are exempt from these provisions,
puts the lie to the lobbyists’ claim that

“...the digital asset provision… would place unworkable
requirements on crypto technology”

However, there is pure truth when the lobbyists claim

“...it makes possible a massive increase in financial
surveillance, potentially requiring companies to report
information about individuals even if they are not customers.”

“...this language would place unworkable requirements on a
nascent industry”

The new reporting requirements could very well sound the death
knell for many US exchanges should they maintain their current
business model.

26 U.S. Code § 6045A - Information required
in connection with transfers of covered
securities to brokers
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(a)Furnishing of information
Every applicable person which transfers to a broker (as defined in section
6045(c)(1)) a covered security (as defined in section 6045(g)(3)) in the hands of
such applicable person shall furnish to such broker a written statement in such
manner and setting forth such information as the Secretary may by regulations
prescribe for purposes of enabling such broker to meet the requirements of section
6045(g).

(d)RETURN REQUIREMENT FOR CERTAIN TRANSFERS OF DIGITAL ASSETS
NOT OTHERWISE SUBJECT TO REPORTING
Any broker, with respect to any transfer (which is not part of a sale or exchange
executed by such broker) during a calendar year of a covered security which is a
digital asset from an account maintained by such broker to an account which is not
maintained by, or an address not associated with, a person that such broker knows
or has reason to know is also a broker, shall make a return for such calendar year, in
such form as determined by the Secretary, showing the information otherwise
required to be furnished with respect to transfers subject to subsection (a).

26 U.S. Code § 6724 - Waiver; definitions and
special rules

(d)Definitions

For purposes of this part—

(1)Information return
The term “information return” means—
(B)any return required by—

(xxvii)section 6045A(d) (relating to returns for certain digital assets),

26 U.S. Code § 6050I - Returns relating to
cash received in trade or business, etc.

(a)Cash receipts of more than $10,000

Any person—

(1)who is engaged in a trade or business, and
(2)who, in the course of such trade or business, receives more than $10,000 in
cash in 1 transaction (or 2 or more related transactions),
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shall make the return described in subsection (b) with respect to such
transaction (or related transactions) at such time as the Secretary may by
regulations prescribe.

(b)Form and manner of returns

A return is described in this subsection if such return—

(1)is in such form as the Secretary may prescribe,
(2)contains—

(A)the name, address, and TIN of the person from whom the cash was
received,

(B)the amount of cash received,

(C)the date and nature of the transaction, and

(D)such other information as the Secretary may prescribe.

(d)Cash includes foreign currency and certain monetary instruments

For purposes of this section, the term “cash” includes—

(1)foreign currency
(2)to the extent provided in regulations prescribed by the Secretary, any
monetary instrument (whether or not in bearer form) with a face amount of not
more than $10,000, and
(3) any digital asset (as defined in section 6045(g)(3)(D)).

Put simply, the reporting requirements appear almost untenable.
They require cryptocurrency Brokers to

1. Have identifying, Know-Your-Customer (KYC) information for
all addresses receiving outbound transactions. They will
have to create separate reports for every individual receiving
an outbound transfer. Insanity.

2. Have identifying information and report to the IRS on every
inbound transfer (deposit) with a value over $10,000 USD.

For an exchange like Coinbase or Cash App, developing a
compliance regime for these new provisions is going to cost
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millions of dollars per year. It is well worth their time and energy to
lobby for exemptions.

As I said at the beginning of this article, I think that legal and
regulatory crackdowns, especially when they veer into the realm
of the absurd, as in the case of the infrastructure bill provisions,
are a net positive for the future of Bitcoin as a tool of financial
sovereignty. The cryptocurrency space is constantly distracted
and stalled by each shiny, new manifestation of a “wild west,”
“decentralized” version of some existing financial instrument. First
shady exchanges and innumerable Bitcoin forks imitated FOREX.
Then Ethereum ERC-20 Initial Coin Offering (ICO) scams were
basically “unregulated stocks.” Now DeFi allows plebs to pretend
they are banks and lend at interest. In each case, this is well-trod
ground and part of the established financial paradigm. Bitcoin’s
promise has always been to shift the paradigm and create an
entirely new financial system. As regulation progressively shuts
off the lights on each new “get crypto rich quick” scheme, we are
able to see Bitcoin’s true promise more clearly.

Through all regulation and guidance, mining and open-source
development of nodes and wallets has remained mostly
untouched. To attempt to regulate writing, openly and freely
distributing, and running software that allows you to “do math with
friends” is beyond the pale. For now, only countries like China
have even attempted such tyranny, and only then by enforcing the
will of the Communist Party on industrial-scale miners who didn’t
toe the party line. Even in the case of such oppression, I maintain
that the value of Bitcoin, as a system that can make tyranny moot,
only increases. The coming years will demand that those of us
who spend time thinking about Bitcoin and cryptocurrency actively
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set aside the “number go up” narrative and instead adopt a
mantra of “financial sovereignty go up.” The future of Bitcoin is as
it has always been: a peer-to-peer, permissionless, and
uncensorable financial paradigm for the whole world.

WEALTH

Hidden Value of Homesteading and Prepping

By Jeff Paul

My pantry is outperforming the stock market. The value of your
stored food and supplies likely costs more to replace than when
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you put them away. In other words, they gained in value while
sitting in your pantry, cupboards, freezer, or basement.

I don’t pay very close attention to prices at the grocery store, but
lately I noticed a few key items increased in price or had a
reduction in package size. In some cases the change was over
20%. Because I have well-stocked supplies, my pantry portfolio is
crushing it. And food inflation is likely just getting started.

I’m sure there are countless items experiencing inflation or
shrinkflation at your local stores. Three that jumped out at me at
Costco are New York strip steaks, 36-pack of Pepsi and toilet
paper.

A few months ago the steaks cost $9.99/lb and a case of Pepsi
cost $9.99. Today the steaks are $11.99/lb and the Pepsi is
$11.69 – increases of 20% and 17% respectively. And see if you
can spot the change in Costco’s toilet paper below.
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Costco’s Kirkland brand rolled out a new package for toilet paper
with 45 fewer sheets per roll – more than 10% less than its
previous size. This is a classic example of shrinkflation (reduction
in package size to mask price increases).

Meanwhile, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that food prices
are only up 4.8% over the last year – which, if true, is still quite
significant. My personal experience says it’s much higher.

I’m sure this is happening to many more products. Please include
some that you notice in the private Telegram group. I’d love to see
more real-world examples.
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Why Food Prices May Continue to Rise

Food prices are likely to continue rising for many months. As we
have outlined in many previous issues, monetary inflation
pressures are affecting the price of nearly anything with limited
supply. Food is even more sensitive to price fluctuations because
of several other factors.

Here are a few reasons why food prices may keep rising over the
short term:

● Supply chain challenges: COVID restrictions have gunked
up just-in-time supply chains. And because food is
perishable and not quickly reproduced, it is very sensitive to
supply chain disruptions.

● Fed printing: Most inflation can be directly tied to insane
money printing. Food price increases are no different.

● Food stamps: The Biden Admin just announced an increase
in food stamps. Food stamps create artificial demand for
food, which leads to higher prices for everyone else.

● Severe weather: Severe weather is affecting many grain
growing regions causing a reduction in supply. Follow
Adapt2030 and IceAgeFarmer for real-time data about food
supply challenges.

● Labor shortages: Originally COVID cases caused labor
shortages in farming and food processing. Now mask and
vaccine mandates are putting even more pressure on labor
shortages. Combine that with a tighter border, extra
unemployment benefits and arbitrary minimum wage
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increases, and labor shortages in the food industry are
rampant.

● Fuel and transportation costs: Gas and fuel prices are
nearing record highs almost everywhere. This affects every
level of food production. Additionally, shipping costs are also
at record highs.

● Regulations: Strict regulations increase the cost of food
processing, especially for meat processing. Rep Thomas
Massie introduced the PRIME Act to deregulate local meat
processors to ease the supply bottleneck caused by large
regulated producers. Don’t hold your breath.

If food prices can go up, they can also stabilize or decline. Given
the current circumstances, the only way I can imagine prices
declining in the short term is if global demand for food suddenly
drops or the price of oil rapidly declines. Unlikely. And over the
longer term, food prices always steadily increase.

Higher food prices is not a bad thing for local food producers. In
fact, it may provide the necessary incentive for more people to get
involved in food production to feed themselves or to trade.

The Hidden Value of Homesteading

Homesteading is a lifestyle of self-sufficiency including growing
and preserving food as well as producing other necessities like
energy, clothing, soaps, remedies, etc. Although full
self-sufficiency may be the goal for homesteaders, it is seldom
achieved without a home-based income to supplement any
shortfalls.
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It is not an easy lifestyle. Sacrifices must be made. It requires
hard work and fewer comforts. And the return on your investment
and labor may appear to be operating at a loss most of the time.

However, the value of homesteading is diverse and it builds like
compounding interest. As your infrastructure, skills and
knowledge improve each year, it has a compounding effect. It
multiplies production with less work.

For example, investing in a greenhouse extends your growing
season; and buying canning equipment helps preserve your
harvest. The value of both of those investments is exponential
after a few seasons. Additionally, learning how to manage plants
in the greenhouse and how to preserve food are skills that, once
you know them, deliver value forever.

Simply comparing the cost of growing your own lettuce or raising
fresh eggs to similar items at stores only shows one part of the
picture. Frankly, it’s impossible to get the same quality at stores
that you can grow yourself. So what is that worth?

The value of being self-reliant is also hard to measure, especially
if we experience dramatic supply shocks to industrial food.
Self-reliance skills take time to learn and practice. It takes
infrastructure and systems. It takes tools, seeds, fertilizers and so
on. These all have a cost, but they will be priceless if society and
the economy collapse.
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Ultimately, homesteading delivers higher-quality food than you
can buy at stores and it provides security from starving during
hard times.

Homesteading For Beginners

Aiming to become self-sufficient is intimidating. I’m still a beginner
despite working toward that goal for the last five years or so.

My gardening game is mediocre. My pickling game is strong. We
haven’t bought eggs in years. And this year I grew about half the
cannabis we consume ;). Progress, but nowhere close to being
fully self-sufficient.

In the past, I wasted energy and garden space growing things that
no one in our house eats. Last year I had zucchini coming out of
my ass. I was the only person who ate it, and even I’m not a huge
fan. It might be a great survival food to grow in the future, but this
year I focused on growing more of what we like to eat – green
beans, cucumbers, tomatoes, potatoes, carrots, onions, lettuce,
watermelon, herbs, etc.

Right now the harvest is insane. Besides eating a lot of fresh
produce, we’re pickling cukes and green beans 2-3 times a week
and I’m about to can my first batch of diced tomatoes. In addition
to the annual garden, we were able to preserve gallons of
blackberries and blueberries.

This has been a lot of work and has barely made a dent in us
becoming food self-sufficient. I tell you this not to dissuade you.
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Quite the opposite. You must start somewhere because it all takes
time to learn.

If you want tips from homesteading experts, check out the
Homesteading Journal. It was founded by Counter Markets
subscribers.

Best Prepping Items

This isn’t the typical list of food prepping items like rice and
beans, though those are important too. These are items required
to produce and preserve your own food that may cost more or be
difficult to acquire in the future.

Seeds

The most popular garden seeds always seem to be sold out from
spring through summer the past few years. Supply shortages are
likely to get worse. Fall and winter is the best time to order your
seeds. Stored in the right conditions, seeds can remain useful for
a few years. So it’s a good idea to bulk order your favorite seeds.
I buy most of my seeds from Johnnys and Baker Creek.

Food Preservation Gear

Last year, it was very difficult to find canning jars and lids for
many months. If you could find them online, they were ridiculously
overpriced and shipping is expensive on large glass jars. As many
types of equipment continue to have supply issues, it may be
useful to acquire food preservation equipment while they are
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available. Consider getting a dehydrator, water bath canner,
pressure canner, and stock up on jars and lids, and gallon freezer
bags. And canning recipe books are also great to have on hand.

Tools & Equipment

It’s still fairly easy to get most basic hand tools, but equipment
with more moving parts appears to have supply challenges.
Because of that, a few uncommon tools seen below may be worth
investing in to help grow and harvest food:

● garden cart
● egg incubator
● chicken feather plucker
● grow lights
● soil blocker for seedlings
● watering timers

Other equipment could include firearms and ammo for harvesting
meat. I recently purchased my first two firearms; a rifle and a
handgun in the same caliber for anti-zombie training, hunting, and
harvesting livestock. By the way, I bought them with crypto via
Bass Pro Shop gift cards at Bitrefill.

Replacement Parts

Bullets are the quintessential replacement part for preppers to
stockpile (bullets, beans and bandaids…). However, there are
many other items that you already own which constantly need
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new parts. As Jack Spirko often says about prepping, “one is
none, two is one, three is for me.”

For example, chainsaw chains can be sharpened but they
eventually wear out. It’s good to keep a few new ones in storage.
Take inventory of your current equipment and make sure you
have backups to their most common replacement parts.

Materials

It’s good to stock up on materials as well. Although they may not
face dangerous supply issues, they are bulky and their prices are
likely to increase as shipping and delivery costs continue to rise.

Some materials to consider buying extra include chicken feed,
growing mediums, potting soil, compost, wood chips, tarps,
fertilizers, bug nets, weed barriers, fencing and trellising, etc.

Conclusion

Each step you take toward producing your food, however small,
has compounding effects toward self-sufficiency. All of these
items and suggestions are intended to exponentially add value to
your food production capabilities.

Would love to hear some of your suggestions in the Telegram
group.
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BONUS

Digital Privacy in an Age of Surveillance

By Will Vasil

Have you ever written a sentence, then right before hitting the
send/post button deleted what you wrote out of fear of ending up
on the list of some surveillance agency?
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Since you’re subscribed to Counter Markets, then the answer is
probably yes.

In our current state of digital surveillance we take for granted that
every communication we have is recorded, every purchase
tracked, and every search saved forever, waiting to haunt us
years from now.

Government agencies and corporations control the playing field,
and most people have very little privacy or autonomy over their
digital lives.

There is a solution, though, but it involves each individual taking
responsibility for their security instead of blindly trusting Google or
Facebook.

Steps To Be More Private

To maintain privacy, you must be prudent about what you allow
into your digital realm – the software, the hardware, the services,
and even the people.

You must filter what you allow, because every app you run, every
website you visit on an insecure browser, every website you give
out your email to, is another vector for your privacy to be eroded.

The first thing you must do is identify your threat model. Your
threat model is what type of adversary you expect and what they
are capable of. Since 100% security is unachievable, and since
adding security increases costs and decreases usability, we must
balance security with convenience based upon what type of
threats we are dealing with.
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A free-marketeer selling plant medicine online has a different
threat model from someone who wants to browse the web without
being tracked, to someone who wants to publish videos without
fear of retaliation from their government. It would be unwise for all
of them to employ the same measures to achieve their ends.

The free-marketeer might be under threat of being tracked
through traffic correlation and might have to switch locations
every so often, whereas this would be overkill for the layman who
just desires to browse the internet privately.

Some questions to ask yourself to help get a better picture of your
threat model are:

● Who or what am I trying to secure myself against?
● What resources do they possess (technologically or

financially)?
● Are they targeting me specifically?
● What are the consequences if they break my security?

If you have no idea what your threat model is and just want to
stay “private” online, then it’s likely that your threats are big
corporations (Alphabet, Facebook, etc.) and surveillance
agencies like the NSA which collect your data en masse but aren’t
targeting you specifically.

Before you start messing around with any tech it's important to
build strong habits that will prevent you from negligently
compromising your security.

An important habit is to compartmentalize your identities. Do not
mix your “real” identity and one you mean to keep private. This
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includes things like not using multiple identities on the same
email, phone number, browser, and depending on your threat
model – even computer.

One of the things that got Ross Ulbricht, founder of the Silk Road,
caught was that he used his personal email to correspond on
matters relating to Silk Road.

Another tip is to completely avoid sharing any unnecessary
information when trying to stay private. Sharing pieces of
information about yourself such as your work, your hobbies, or
even minute things like which continent you live in, though
seemingly harmless, can be used to put together a picture of who
you are to somebody trying to hack you – this has nailed many
people in the past.

Now that you’ve got the fundamental mindset of security in your
head, we can start to talk about specific practices and tools you
can use to secure yourself. Some practices for maintaining
privacy include:

- Use Open Source/FOSS (Free Open Source Software)
software whenever possible. Open source means that all of the
software's code is available for review by the public/security
engineers. Using open source software means that it is
significantly less likely that you will be running malicious code.

- Keep a small attack surface. Use the least amount of
software/services necessary to get the job done. Every additional
element that you introduce is an additional avenue for your
privacy to be compromised, whether by code that is insecure that
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gets hacked, or by code that has a backdoor implanted that
allows the creator to gain control over your machine.

- Obfuscate your IP address. Your IP address is one of the
easiest ways for someone to track your presence across the web
and you can gain a great deal of privacy by changing it. To do so
either use a VPN (I’d recommend either ProtonVPN or IVPN) or a
network like TOR.

- Stay off public pages and forums and communicate in
closed groups instead. Want to know the fastest way to find an
undercover cop? Google “(your political movement here) forum”
and click on the first result. Law enforcement has been known to
go undercover in communities of “radicals.” The best way to avoid
this is by joining private communities that have some barrier to
entry. This filter, though not bulletproof, is likely enough to keep
you safe from this type of threat.

- Communicate only over platforms that offer E2E
(end-to-end encryption) between you and the person you are
talking to.

Here are some tools to help you protect your privacy and
implement the above practices:

Signal: Signal is the premier app for encrypted chat that also has
a stamp of approval from Edward Snowden. It is free, open
source, easy to use, and most importantly provides excellent
security. In fact, the encryption protocol developed by Signal is so
good that both Google and Microsoft borrowed it for use in their
own software. The app has all of the features you’d expect from a
modern chat app (video calls, GIFs, message reactions) as well
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as a very clean user interface. I’d recommend downloading it if
only to see which of your other privacy-conscious contacts have
it.

TOR: TOR, aka The Onion Router, is a secure network that
bounces your traffic between multiple nodes and obscures the
origin of your traffic. TOR combines a secure browser into one
application – The TOR browser. This browser not only keeps you
secure when accessing the web but also allows you to access
websites that are only accessible on the TOR network, also
referred to as the “dark web.” These websites are everything from
forums, to commerce platforms, to email services.

Tails: Tails is a piece of software that allows you to take any USB
drive and turn it into a boot drive for its secure operating system.
The Tails OS is an amnesiac operating system that leaves no
trace of what you’ve done on it after you shut it down and routes
all of its traffic through the TOR network. Tails is a great solution
for those who need a high level of security but don’t possess the
technical knowledge of how to secure an entire operating system.

ProtonMail: ProtonMail is a free, encrypted, Swiss-based email
service that maintains your privacy and doesn’t spy on your
emails to build a profile on you. Not only is ProtonMail secure and
free, but it is also ad-free and very easy to use. I would highly
recommend setting up an account and migrating your emails over
to it.

Gnu Privacy Assistant: GPA allows you to use PGP keys to
decrypt, encrypt, sign, and verify messages. Just by having the
PGP key of another person, you can send them secure messages
even if the medium of communication you are using is itself
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insecure. This is a very useful piece of software to have handy as
it is one of the few pieces of privacy software that is completely
independent of any service/server working and can be used
without an internet connection.

Bisq: Bisq is a P2P cryptocurrency exchange that allows you to
buy and sell crypto with more privacy than a centralized exchange
and without the need to pass through KYC. You can use it to buy
crypto with everything from cash to amazon gift cards to wire
transfers to Western Union.

A combination of privacy tools plus a security-orientated mindset
will protect you against most threats you are likely to encounter,
as well as give you the confidence to communicate, surf, and
engage in commerce without the need for self-censorship or fear
of retaliation.

If you are interested in further exploring this topic I would
recommend visiting privacytools.io, or shooting me an email at
will.voluntary@protonmail.com.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin put in some solid gains last month. August began with
prices around $42K, and quickly dipped to $38K. After that, a
steady climb took prices all the way up through the $50K mark,
topping out at just under $53k a couple of days ago. Prices have
dropped sharply this morning, though, falling all the way back to
the $47K range.

The breakout above $50K is definitely a good sign, and shows
that these psychological barrier price levels aren’t going to be as
hard to take out as they were the first time. The 10% drop
overnight we’re currently experiencing is sure to scare a lot of
people, but looking back on the historical volatility here, this sort
of move happens all the time. We’ve come back from a low of
around $28K, all the way to $52,700 in about 2 months. That’s not
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quite a 100% rebound, but it’s pretty close. There’s bound to be
some profit taking and increased volatility after a move like this.
Expect it to become even more volatile once we approach the
previous all-time high of $64K.

Our advice with regards to Bitcoin remains the same: sit tight, ride
out the volatility, and focus on the long-term picture. Adoption is
increasing, demand is increasing, utility is increasing, all while
Bitcoin supply is not. PNC bank just started offering the ability to
hold and trade cryptocurrencies to its customer base. Venmo just
launched a Bitcoin rewards credit card, which is in addition to the
rewards cards that already exist from Uphold and BlockFi.

All sorts of financial institutions that wouldn't touch crypto 5-10
years ago are now going out of their way to make it as easy as
possible to onboard new users into the ecosystem. And the
reason is the transaction fee revenue is far too much to leave on
the sidelines. There’s no way PayPal was going to sit back and
watch Square grow 400% from Bitcoin trading fees alone. The
same goes for consumer banks; they’ve seen Silvergate Capital
grow 10x in under a year, simply by offering institutional-grade
custodian abilities. Corporate treasuries, life insurance holdings,
pension plans, 401k’s, etc. The fear of missing out when billions
of dollars are at play can really get Bitcoin prices moving here.

The other large driver of demand is coming from decentralized
finance applications. Sites like Curve and AAVE are considered
“blue chip” in the DeFi space, as they’ve never suffered a
significant loss due to hacking, rug pulls, or anything like that.
Users can deposit their coins on these platforms, and earn rates
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of return that far exceed a traditional bank. Anyone holding
significant levels of Bitcoin or Ethereum, or a variety of ERC-20
tokens can use them as collateral on AAVE and borrow 50-75% of
the value in stablecoins. From there, users can take the
stablecoins and do with them as they please. They can pay off
living expenses, deposit the stablecoins into Celsius and make
12-15%, or swap them back into crypto and leverage their
position. All of this can be done within minutes, with no KYC
required. In addition, blockchains like Polygon, Avalanche, and
Binance Smart Chain operate using an Ethereum virtual machine,
which brings gas fees down to pennies, or in some cases
fractions of a penny. With Ethereum gas fees in the $50 to $300
range, being able to trade the same ERC-20 tokens on Polygon
for 1 cent is a lifesaver for smaller investors.

These applications are all relatively new compared to Bitcoin’s
10+ year existence, but they are seeing billions of dollars of
capital flowing into them, and they are boosting the demand for
the entire crypto ecosystem.

With each new problem the government throws at us, we see
crypto providing a very quick solution. Decentralized finance
applications give users access to USD liquidity without the need
for traditional banks. Tokens like Railgun can completely hide your
ETH wallet address and transaction history, providing total
financial privacy, while still having the security of the blockchain
for all transactions.
The legacy banking system is being rapidly disrupted by
decentralized finance. Customers now have a choice between a
centralized FDIC-insured bank account that comes along with
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monthly fees, KYC/AML requirements, transaction limitations,
ATM limits, suspicious activity reports, wire fees, tax reporting,
and potential account freezing, versus something like AAVE, an
open-source and non-custodial liquidity protocol with over $25
billion in liquidity available. Funds can be added or removed at
any time without penalty, used for any reason, and loans taken on
demand and paid back whenever the user wants. The simplicity,
speed, and rates of return aren’t achievable by a conventional
bank, to say the least.

For those of you who are holding Bitcoin, just continue to sit tight
and ride out the volatility. For anyone who doesn’t have any
Bitcoin yet, this is still  a great chance to accumulate some.

For anyone interested in earning 8-10% on a USD stablecoin, or
6% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. They’ve recently added support
for ACH transfers, and they offer a nice signup bonus and interest
rate in Bitcoin and several other cryptocurrencies. Be careful with
your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable
losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price swings of
50% or more in a matter of days.

Silver Update
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The price action continued down with silver last month. We
started off at about $25.50 per ounce in early August, and
dropped all the way down to $23 later in the month. Prices have
since climbed back to the $24.50 level we’re at today, which is a
pretty good bounce off the lows.

This range-bound trading has been going on for over a year now,
with $22.70 on the low end, and about $28 on the high end. With
the recent bounce off $23, it looks like the range is still in effect.
For anyone interested in trading, buying around $23-$24 and
selling around $27-$28 has worked well for the past 14 months.
There’s no telling if it will continue, but without any significant
catalyst it seems likely we'll continue to bounce around in this
range for now.

Nothing has changed with our long-term view on precious metals
here. The economy is still poised for inflation, and gold/silver have
always been hedges to protect against that. While the price action
hasn’t been great lately, over the long run (meaning hundreds of
years) gold and silver both have provided great protection against
inflation. In our view, it’s simply a matter of time before they move
higher, and the low interest rate/free money environment we
currently live in should provide a good tailwind for prices. Our
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suggestion for anyone holding silver remains the same, just sit
tight and let time do the heavy lifting.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still quite
high. Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $12
over spot, meaning you’ll pay about $36 for a coin with $24 worth
of silver content. That’s a 50% premium to spot, and we really
can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Even junk silver coins are
going for premiums of $6.5 per ounce or about 27%, which is
about 4-5x higher than average. Historically, it’s always better to
be a seller of precious metals when premiums are this high, as
opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical silver and unwilling to wait for
premiums to come back down, there are far better options if you
look at non-US coins. As we mentioned last month, Australian
Kangaroos and Canadian Maple Leafs are selling for about half
the premium that American Eagles are, about $4-$5 per ounce
instead of $12. These coins are 99.9% silver, and contain just as
much silver content as the Eagles, but they cost about $7 less per
coin each. If you’re looking to acquire physical bullion, these coins
offer a far better value for the time being.

Looking at the gold/silver ratio – in our last issue it came in at
72.5. At the time of this writing, it’s up to 73.8, so a very slight
increase over last month. The 20-year average of gold to silver is
about 60, so silver is starting to look cheap relative to gold again.
It’s not the screaming bargain it was several months back when
the ratio was near 100, but at 73.8 silver is starting to look more
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attractive than gold again. Should we get back into the 80-90
range, silver will definitely be more attractive than gold.

The stock market just closed at new all-time highs again, which
seems to be the case nearly every month now. It seems there’s
not much concern with regards to record-high valuations, as
earnings and profits are hitting all-time highs as well. No one
seems the least bit interested in hedges like gold and silver. In our
view, the price pullback these past few weeks presents a good
buying opportunity and should be taken advantage of, especially if
you’ve been sitting on the sidelines. We definitely could see
prices pull back further from here, but we’re likely much closer to
a bottom in precious metals than a top. US equities on the other
hand are more expensive than they ever have been; and should
the rug get yanked out of the market, we’ll likely see traders
fleeing to safe havens like gold and silver.

If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion we suggest you wait
until spot prices have come back to earth. For those of you who
don't mind paying these high premiums, we’d encourage you to
shop from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange.
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Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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